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1. INTRODUCTION 
A basic invariant that one associates with an embedding L: X+ P N of 
projective varieties is the Hilbert series H(L) = C, ,,, h’(X, L a’“) T”. If, 
further, X is normal with torus action ,u: S x X -+ X, a fundamental result of 
Sumihiro [6] implies that there is an equivariant embedding L for some 
rational representation p: S --f GIN + i. Thus, r, = r(X, L @*) breaks up as 
r,= @ I-;. 
XE X(S) 
We define the equivariant Hilbert series to be 
HW=~ dim(r,x)XT”EZCX(S)ICCTll, 
x. n 
where X(S) is the character group of S. 
Let Xs c X be the fixed point set of p. Define, for x E X(S), 
X, = {y~XS~p(s)(v)=~(s)u for all VE Ly}, 
where L, is the libre over y, of the line bundle associated with L. Define 
dim,(X) = dim(X,). 
Plainly, Xs = U y E X(s) X,, and each nonempty X, is a union of some 
connected components of X’. We state here the most fundamental 
consequence of our results. Assume S x X + X is effective and X is reduced 
as a scheme. For R cX(S) a finite subset, let R” be the set of extreme 
points of the convex hull of R in X(S) 0 Q. 
THEOREM. H(L) represents a unique rational function of the form 
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fum-I,.R (1 -XT) dx, where d, > 0, for all x E R, f(T) E Z[X(S)] [T], and 
1 - XT j f(T) for x E R. Furthermore, 
(a) RG {xEX(S) I X,#O}. 
(b) dim, X>d,- 1 for each XE X(S). 
(c) Z~XER” thendim,X=d,-1. 
(d) If X is nonsingular and X, irreducible, then dim, X= d, - 1. 
Throughout the paper we work with standard, graded algebras with 
torus action. This corresponds closely to linearized S-actions on a projec- 
tive variety and so it is the most natural and direct general context for our 
problem. 
It should be pointed out that in the case of a Klhler manifold, Atiyah 
[ 1 ] has made an analysis of the orbit closures of holomorphic torus 
actions using gradient flows and Morse theory. Clearly the extreme points 
of his moment map are related to the set R obtained by restricting L to the 
orbit closure in question. In both cases one obtains a rational polytope in 
X(S) @ R which pictures how the orbit degenerates along radial limits. 
Similar, more complicated phenomena emerge from actions of semisimple 
groups. See Figs. 1 and 2 of [4]. A special case of our result (c) above was 
established by R. Stanley in Theorem 2.5 of [8]. 
2. RESULTS 
Let k be an algebraically closed field. A standard k-algebra is a com- 
mutative, finitely generated, graded algebra A = @ n a ,, An such that A O = k 
and A is generated over k by A ,. A torus action on A is a morphism of 
linear algebraic groups 
p: S -+ Aut(A), 
where Srk* x ... x k*, and Aut(A) is the linear algebraic group of graded 
k-algebra automorphisms of A. We always assume that S acts effectively 
on Proj(A). Since S is linearly reductive, each A,, breaks up as 
A,,= OxEX~S~A;, where 
Aij= {aEA”lP(t)(a)=X(t)a}. 
A graded A-module M is said to have a compatible S-action if there is a 
rational, gradation preserving S-action 7 on M for which r(t)(am) = 
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p(t)(a) t(t)(m), if a E A,, m E M,, and t E S. We associate with (p. A) its 
equivariant Hilbert series 
H(A)= 1 dim,(A;)XT”EZ[X(S)][[T]]. 
n x 
A similar definition holds for finitely generated graded A-modules with 
compatible S-action. 
2.1. LEMMA. H(A) represents a rational function of the form 
f(T)/nfE1 (1-xiT) for appropriate f(T)EZ[X(S)][T] and x~EX(S). 
Furthermore, we may choose s 6 dim k A 1. 
Proof: We use a familiar induction on s = dim A,. Let 0 # y E A:. Then 
we have an exact sequence 
0-K-ATA-L-O, 
where K= {a E A 1 ya = O> and L = A/yA. From the exactness we obtain, 
taking into account the bidegree shift, that 
(l-xT)H(A)=H(L)-xTH(K)+g(T) (1) 
from some g(T)E Z[X(S)][T]. But L and K are finitely generated 
modules over A/yA, so by induction, their Hilbert series have the desired 
form. The result now follows from (1). g 
As one expects, Lemma 2.1 is most naturally a statement about finitely 
generated graded A-modules with compatible S-action. 
We now define the three types of numerical invariant associated with our 
situation. 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let (A, p) be as above. 
(a) A system of parameters (s.0.p.) for A is a collection { y,};= i c A, 
such that 
(i) y,eA{ for some VEX, 
(ii) dim,(A/( y,)) < co, and 
(iii) no proper subset of {y;} satisfies condition (ii). 
For x E X(S) we define 
6,(A)= I{Yi} nA:l. 
It follows from 2.3 below that d,(A) is well defined. Notice, however, that 
this does not yield a system of parameters in the sense of [S]. 
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(b) Let X= Spec(A). For x E X(S) we get 
x,= ~Y~m,tY)=XwYl~ 
where p,: X-+ X is the action induced from p(t): A -+ A, and k* G Aut(X), 
(a, y) ct CI . y, is the tautological action. Notice that X, G X is Zariski 
closed, being the cone on a union of some components of Proj(A )? Define 
dim x A = Krull dimension (X,). 
(c) Write H(A)=~(T)/~,,.,,,(I-xT)~~ as in (2.1, where 
1 - XT 1 f(T) for any x E X(S). Define 
d,tN=d,= -VI-,,(fW), 
where v1 -yT is the (1 - XT)-adic valuation on the quotient field of 
Z[X(S)] [ T]. Notice that d, can be negative. 
2.3. LEMMA. For UN VEX, dim,(A)=h,(A). 
Proof. Let ( y,) be a s.o.p., and let Ax = A/( @ ~ fx At). Clearly, 
Spec(A,)= X,, and furthermore, UxEXtS) X, is the cone on Proj(A)S. 
Clearly, dim,(A) <6,(A), because A&j,) is Artinian, being a homo- 
morphic image of A/(yi). 
Conversely, choose { uj } j = x dim,X~~A:n{y,}suchthat {ii,x}cA,isasystem - 
of parameters in the conventional sense [S]. Let B = A/(u;), j. By 
construction, Proj(B)S = 0. So by Borel’s fixed point theorem [2], 
Proj(B) = 0, whence B is Artinian. But then by minimality (2.2(a)(iii)), 
t”fIl = {Yi). I 
Remarks. (1) Clearly, if y~Ai satisfies G,(A/yA)<6,(A), then {y} can 
be extended to a s.o.p. of A. 
(2) It is routine to prove a similar result for A-modules with 
compatible S-action, namely 6 x( 44) = dim( Supp( M) n Xx). 
2.4. LEMMA. For any x E X(S), 6,(A) > d,(A). 
Proof. Let R= {~EX(S)I~,(A)>O) and let (JJ~,~)~~~GA~ be a s.o.p. 
Since A/(y,,) is Artinian, the familiar argument of 2.1 allows us to write 
H(A)=f(T) 
i 
I-I (1 -XT)% 
ZGR 
So, for any x, d,(A) = 6,(A) - v 1 _ Jf( T)), and thus, d,(A) d h,(A) since 
f(T) E ~~xwlc~l. I 
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We now proceed with the task of improving 2.3 and 2.4. It turns out that 
6, = d, in many interesting situations. 
For A, p, and S as above, let 
and let 
the convex hull of @ in X,,(S). For 0 # f E A;, let 
r(f) = x/n E X,(S). 
(Here we write X,(S) additively.) If fg # 0 then 
r(fg)=%r(f)+%r(g), 
which is a convex combination of r(f) and r(g) (strict if deg(f ), 
deg( g) > 0). Thus, r(f) E Q0 if f E A is a homogeneous semivariant. Let 
R(p)=R= {p@lS,(A)>O) 
2.5. LEMMA. Let J= (0 XE T A:), where T= @\Conv(R). Then J” = (0) 
for some n > 0. 
Proof: Let x E @\R be an extreme point of Conv(@) c X,(S). We 
proceed by induction on I@\RI. If this is zero there is nothing to do. 
Now if Ai c N(A) (nilradical), then consider A + A/(A:). By induction, 
(0 Ire r\lx) A:) E Jlr(A/A:), and thus (0 BE r A:) c N(A). So assume 
Ai & N(A) and choose f E A j such that f”#O for any s>O. Let 
( yi} f= 1 E A 1 be a system of parameters in the sense of 2.2(a). By definition, 
for some semi-invariants ai E A and some s > 0. So 
x= r(f)=r(f”)=r(aIYI) 
= ar(al) + Br(yl), 
wherea,B>Oanda+B=1.Butr(a,),r(y,)E~o,whileXisastrictconvex 
combination of the two. Clearly this is impossible, since XE a0 is an 
extreme point. 1 
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2.6. COROLLARY. Suppose A is reduced. Then 
@ c Conv( R). 
We now assume in what follows that Qi cConv(R). Define X(p) = 
(R) E X(S), the submonoid generated by R. For x E R, let 
and 
Clearly, the composite A Y, 4 A + A/p, = A, is surjective. 
Let R” c R be the set of extreme points. 
2.7. LEMMA. Assume 1 E R”. Then 
(1) (4 fWWX~(dlCCTll. 
(b) X(p) E X(S) is a cone. 
(2) The composite A : = AS 4 A + A/p, is an isomorphism. 
(3) H(~,)=CixifJn,,,(l-XT)d’, where 
xi E X(p)\ { 1 } for each i, 
d;=d,(A) ifx#l, 
d’, = 6 1(A), and 
fi E Z [X(p) [ T] for each i. 
ProoJ: (1) (a) H(A)EZ[X(~)][[T]], since @(A,)~conv(R). Now 
1 E R is an extreme point of Conv(R), so there exists a homomorphism cp: 
X(S)+Z such that (p(x)>0 for all x~R\(l}. Thus, cp(X(p)\{l})cN+ 
and cp(X(p)~‘\(l})c N -, and so X(p) n X(p) -’ = { 1 > as required. 
(2) Clearly ~~2 Onh1 Oxzl A!,? CBXER,, AX since WPJ,= 
(A/p,): for all n>O. But 0, @,+r A; is an ideal of A, since by (l)(b), 
NP)\W EW) is multiplicatively closed. Hence, p 1 = @ n @ x + , A;. 
Furthermore, A : n p, = (0), and so the conclusion follows. 
(3) By the argument of Lemma 2.1 we may write 
f(T, x) 
H(~‘)=&R(l-XT)d;’ (*I 
where d;>O and fEZ[X(p)][T], with 1-XTJlf when dj,>O. But by 
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(l)(b), there exists Z[X(p)] + Z with x H 0 for x E R\{ l}. Thus, we obtain 
from this that 
Clearly, the image of H(pI) is zero, since p, = ox +, ,u;. But by (*) above, 
the image is f( T, O)/( 1 - T)di. Hence, f( T, 0) = 0, so 
andwecanwritef(T,~)=C~ififorsome~iEX(p)\{l},fi~H[X(p)][T]. 
Hence, 
g(T) C Xif, 
=(l-T)dl’A)‘=ItR(l-XT)d;’ 
where 1 - T 1 g(T). By the valuation property of the d,‘s we must have 
dj,=d,(A) for X# 1, and d; <6,(A) (since by 2.3, d,(A)<G,(A)). 1 
2.8. THEOREM. (a) For all x, d,(A) 6 6,(A) = dim,(A). 
(b) ZfA is reduced, then d,(A)=J,(A) for any XER”. 
ProoJ: Part (a) follows from 2.3 and 2.4. For (b), note first that 
@(A 1) c Conv(R) by 2.6. Now x: S+ k*, so define px: S+ Aut(A) by 
p,(t)(a)=~-l”(t)-p(t)(a), where “.” denotes the tautological k*-action. So 
we obtain 
and 
Thus, we may assume that x = 1. Geometrically, p w px corresponds to 
tensoring with the trivial line bundle where S acts via x. 
By Lemma 2.7, we may write 
(*I 
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where 
xie X(p)\{ 1 } for each i, 
fi~Z[X(p)][T] for each i, 
dj, = d,(A) if x # 1, 
d; <6,(A), and 
l- Tlf(T). 
So if 6 i > d, then d; = 6 i by the valuation property. In any case, (*) yields 
,(,)=f(T)n,.,(1-XT)4’+(~Xij;)(1-T)6’ 
(1-T)6’n,.R(1-XT)d; 
Jm--I,.R,(I~ (l-X~)d~+~xXi.fi 
rIXER (1 -xndi 
(since 6, = d;). 
But by our assumption (d, < 6,) we obtain 
leT 
Ii 
ftT) fl (l-XT)d’+CXif, 
ZER\(Il 
Setting the elements of X(p)\{ 1 > to zero yields 
1 - TI f(T), 
a contradiction. Therefore, h,(A)=d,(A), and so by our preliminary 
remarks, d,(A) =6,(A) for any 1 E R”. u 
Remarks. (1) One can also prove that d,(M) < d,(A) for any x E R” 
and any finitely generated graded A-module with compatible S-action. To 
do this, first choose a s.o.p. (yi);= i G A for M and a finite free resolution of 
M as an R-module via R = k[ Y,, . . . . Y,] + A, Yi H yi. Keeping track of 
the 6’s and d’s in the resolution, and using d,(A) = 6,(A), yields the result. 
(2) It is tempting to suspect that 2.8 is true for any finitely generated 
k-algebra with S-action. For this it would suflice to prove d,(M) = 6,(M), 
x E R”, for modules over a reduced k-algebra with S-action. Any attempt to 
use the inequality of Remark (1) inductively reduces us to the problem: “Is 
d,(M) 2 0 for all 1 E R” ?” 
2.9. EXAMPLE. Let A=k[X, Y, U, V, Z]/(XU- YI’) with A:=k.x@ 
k.y, A;-’ =k.u@kAv, and Af=k.z. Then H(A)=(l+T)/(l-XT)* 
(1 -x-IT)* while 6,(A)= 1 >d,(A)=O. Notice that A is a normal 
domain, but Proj(A) is singular. 
When Proj(A) is nonsingular, one may use the equivariant K-theory of 
[3] to obtain more information about d, when x $ R”. 
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2.10. THEOREM. Suppose X = Proj(A ) is nonsingular, and X, 5 Xs is 
irreducible. Then d,(A) =6,(A). 
Proof Let Xs= Uor, n0 X,S, where Xt E Xs is an irreducible component. 
Then X, = X,S for some unique a E Z7,. 
Let N, be the conormal bundle of i,: X:_C X. Then by 3.1 of [3], 
where ~,EZ[X(S)] and n,EK~(X,S)=K’(X~)OZ[X(S)J with nk=O for 
some k > 0. So 
L,(NJ’=-& 
a a 
=;(le~+(~)2-(&)3+ . ..). 
Hence, for [E] E K,(X), 
x(X,“, ih(E).J-,(Ni’)) 
=+x(X:, i;(E))-( I-ff+($)‘- .,a)) 
a 
(*I 
But from Proposition VI.55 of [lo] the nilradical of K’(Xz) is generated 
(additively) by coherent sheaves with proper support, i.e., nilrad(K’(Xz)) 
= ‘F,&,R”(X~) in the notation of [lo]. But if [Y] E K:(X), with 2 ample 
and invertible, then 
P~,~: m -+ x(X;‘, i&Y@‘“) .nL) 
is polynomial in m for m 9 0. So, by the above remark about the support, it 
follows from standard properties of Hilbert polynomials that degree(p,i) < 
dim(Xz) for i > 0. 
Thus, by formula (*) and Proposition 4.5 of [3], we may write (for 
A=Omzo r(x =.Y @“)) 
where ~,EZ[X], 1 -x,T)f,(x,T) for each a, and -v, -,JK(A))<6,. 
So we may ignore K(A) when computing the pole of H(A) at 1 -XT (as 
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long as we can show that -v, _ ,AH(A) - K(A)) = 6, =6,(A)). But X, is 
irreducible, and so exactly one summand of H(A) - K(A) has a pole at 
1 - XT, namely (l/~J(f~(xT)/( 1 - XT)‘“). So there can be no cancellation in 
the sum, and consequently, -vI-,r(H(A))=6,=6,(A)=dimX,S+1. 1 
Going back to the general situation, one might wonder what the 
negative d,‘s represent. All I have for now is the following lower bound. 
2.11. PROPOSITION. CXc XCs) d,(A) > dim(A). 
Proof Write 
where cp~Z[X(s)l[T] and v,-.T((p)=O for all creX(T). Setting each 1 to 
1 we obtain 
H=(l-T)-Zd” 
(1 _ T)xdx rp(T7 ‘)’ 
the usual Hilbert series for A. Hence 
dim(A)= -v,-,(H)=Cd,+Cd,-v,-~cp(T, 1)) 
= 1 d,-v,-MT, 1)). 
XEX(U 
The result follows. 1 
2.12. Orbit Closures. For X= Proj(A) and VEX, let ZC Spec(A) be 
the cone on the orbit closure -C X, and let R,= {XE R(A)1 
X, n Z # a}. Then Z is an afline (possibly nonnormal) torus embedding 
for Si = S . k*. It is well known that 
R, = R;, 
and 
dim A,= 1 for all XE R,. 
Hence, by 2.8(b), H= H(Z) has the form 
H= fY 
I-I x+(1-XT)' 
where 1 --~Tlf, and f,,cZ[S][T]. (This was also proved in [S].) 
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In general, it is a rather stubborn problem to determine the set 
Y(A)= {LsR(A)IR,=L for some YEX}. 
For example, if X= G3,JC), the Grassmanian of 3-planes in n-space, there 
is a canonical action of S = D,(C) on X obtained by restricting the obvious 
GI,-action. Computing the set Y (for the Plucker embedding) reduces to 
the well-known very hard problem of characterizing representable matroids 
of rank three. 
In general, if A is an integral domain, then R" E Y(A) and 
is open and dense. In the above example, we find the R" is the “generic” 
matroid of rank three, namely the n-element matroid with no dependent 
three element subset. It is worth emphasizing that the set of representable 
n-element matroids of rank m carries a poset structure induced by the 
stratification 
where 
G,,,(@)= u X,, 
orEY(A) 
2.13. EXAMPLE. Let G be a semisimple algebraic group with maximal 
torus T and Weyl group W. Consider the generating function 
ch(5 t)= c ch(n1)t”EZ[X(T)][[t]], 
II>0 
where ch(n1) = CrE X,T) dim( V(n,l),)p E Z[X( T)] is the formal character of 
the induced dual highest weight module V(nn) (where, in Z[X(T)], we 
write characters multiplicatively). Now, by [7], en ,O I’(&) = A is a 
graded algebra generated by V(A) = A,, and by the Borel-Weil correspon- 
dence, 
Proj(A) E G/P 
for the appropriate parabolic subgroup P of G. Further T x G/P -+ G/P, 
and 
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and this is exactly the W-orbit of P. Thus, by 2.8 (or 2.10), 
ch(R, t) = fAt) 
n,, W.j, (1 -xt)= n;och(nL)tn* (1) 
By using the formal identity (partial fractions with parameters) 
fdt) 
rI,,s(l-x4 =p(t)+ c c r-/y~;(;~p,,)] t", fl>O [ YES 
for some p(t) E Z[X(T)] [t] with deg, p d deg, fi, we obtain the following 
description of ch(nl): 
ch(nl)= 1 xYd-') = c f&J 
,,w.,rI,.x(l--P/x) XEW.,? 
for n > deg,( tA), where f,,( t) E Z[X( T)] [t] is independent of n. To compute 
g,,,, one uses Weyl’s character formula, which says that 
where P = &I,, o a and a E 0. Expanding this out as a rational function 
we obtain (after comparing with (1) above) 
fJt)=.a>o;l-a, Ii%[ l-I (l-m], B#X 
where 
ax= c (-1)““‘. 
WE w P w 
!V..2=x 
Hence, 
2.14. Application. It is possible, using equivariant Hilbert series, to 
obtain some structural information about covariants in the context of 
classical invariant theory. To fix ideas, we pose the following general 
problem: 
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Let G be a semisimple group defined over k, and assume ch(k) = 0. Let 
p : G + GI( V) be an irreducible rational representation, and consider the 
induced action S”(p): G + GI(S”( V)). By complete reducibility (Weyl), we 
can write 
a sum of highest weight modules with multiplicities rni, 1 E Q? (the cham- 
ber). What can be said about the generating function 
H(p)= 1 C mill, t”? 
n20 [ 1 2 t % 
Claim. If the I’s are multiplied as characters (Cartan product) then 
H(p) represents a rational function of the form 
H(P) = 
f(t) 
n;.,,(l -At”“)di 
for some finite S E %, and some s,, d, > 0, with f~h[+~?][t] z 
Z[l,, . . . . 41Ctl. 
Proof: Consider R = Q n r0 S”(V). Then R E k[u,, . . . . u,], where 
n = dim, V. Now if U 5 G is a maximal unipotent subgroup, then 
A = R”c R is a finitely generated graded subalgebra (true in arbitrary 
characteristic by the main result of [9]). But now NG( U)/U z T acts on A, 
and the theory of highest weight vectors tells us that 
A,= Q A:, 
i E X( T) 
where dim, Ai = rn2 and Ai = 0 if A $ V. Thus, the claim follows from 
Lemma 2.1, with s=dimk A+ OA k. Here, of course, A is not generated in 
degree one. This accounts for the sj.‘s. 1 
We leave the reader with several examples for the group G = S/,(k). In 
the following table, kl” represents the representation V= S”(k’) @ ...tk,@ 
Sn(k2) of Slz, and H= H(kl”) is the associated generating function for 
multiplicities. 
v  1 22 ,iz I.3 
607/76/l-3 
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Unfortunately, one has no general method of computing the d,‘s and 
sI’s in Claim 2.1. To compute the above table I have used some simple 
identities among virtual representations of G = S12. 
Let y,=~“-I”~2~R(G)=H[~+~-1]. (So y,=x”+x-“.) Then 
(a) H(A”) = H(y,) H(I” 2), and 
(b) H(y,)=(1/(1-T2))(~o+y,,T+y2nT2+ . ..). 
Hence, if we know H(A” -‘) we can compute H(I,). To collect the terms in 
the resulting sum we use the identity (essentially Clebsh-Gordon) 
and the useful convention 
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